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The recapitulation proceeds in three characteristic stages.
First we have auto-erotism. Adolescence is a second period
of self-love, which finds direct expression in the secret admira-
tion of and interest in the body, and indirect mental expression
in conceit and cocksureness. Next we have a homosexual
phase. Adolescence. is_an age of passionate friendships,
sexual in nature^ between members of the same sex, an allied
phenomenon being the distinct tendency for boys and girls
in mid-adolescence to segregate. Here, however, we have
a distinct advance on the auto-erotic phase, for we have a
directing of the sexual energy outward. Lastly the hetero-
sexual phase supervenes, when the object of attachment is a
member of the opposite sex. The dawning of interest in
women on the part of the youth frequently takes the form
of * calf-love.' Falling in love with a woman older than him-
self, he is perhaps unconsciously seeking again the object of
his infantile mother-sentiment- His attraction toward such
a person is mingled with respect and awe3 and he may be
helped greatly by kindly and sympathetic treatment on her
part.
These three phases of sexual development do not necessarily
succeed one another in time, but may easily co-exist. It is
essential for the educator to understand them, and to realize
that there is nothing necessarily perverted or unnatural about
a young adolescent in whom the first two are to be seen. The
cruelty with which adults frequently treat adolescent mis-
demeanours is probably to be regarded as compensation for
forgotten weaknesses in their own adolescence. What is
needed is an attitude of sympathetic understanding, and the
educator whose own adolescence has been comparatively free
from sexual troubles need not suppose that such is the case
with all the pupils under his care.
Sex, then, is the fundamental fact of adolescence, if not of"
all life. "Like the overflow of a great river," says Slaughter,
"it irrigates and fertilizes great tracts of life's territory"; and
the whole business of adolescent education is the *long-
circuiting' of the instinct, the redirection of its energy, into
legitimate and useful channels. This is no easy business.

